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Tilling the earth means to cultivate
the soil for growing crops as well as
removal of unwanted weeds and stones.
Julian’s affirmation stating that We are
Light Beings striving toward Oneness
lays the foundation for the articles
within this issue.
Eleanor’s article states that the retrograde period of many planets at this
time is a golden opportunity to rethink
and review what we are currently doing. John encourages us to take the
time to still our minds so that we can
open more fully to our spiritual nature
through communication with out higher
self and spirit guides. Walk my talk
through living what I believe in is
Blanche’s contribution. Cultivation is
a process of change and Joy tells us that
change is upon us. George Ruby
teaches us the reward of tilling the soil
is a life well spent.
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JULIAN AFFIRMATION
By the Light within me, I see the Light in you.
By the Love within me, I feel the Love in you.
Light and Love shall guide me.
Light and Love shall comfort me.
Light and Love shall let me see
That You and I are WE.
And WE are ONE.
And our Oneness shall bring Light.
Wholeness and health are ours.
Light and Love shall rule.
SO BE IT.

Enjoy!
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And now I say to You, You are Light and You are Love.
You are separate and You are ONE. In this pattern
shall be found Peace and all that leads to a Oneness
in the Universe. You are Instruments of Light,
Instruments of Love, and in the weaving together, the
tapestry of peace shall be.
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Feature Column by Eleanor Johnson ~ La Grangeville, NY
July opens with many planets retrograde and in
fire signs; Venus in Leo, Jupiter in Sagittarius,
Saturn in Leo, Pluto in Sagittarius. All these
planets in fire signs could create a heated July,
even in areas of the country that normally experience more moderate temperatures.
Venus retrogrades July 28th to September 8th.
Venus rules your love nature and social urges.
Expect your social life to increase as well as your
creativity. During this retrograde period you can
view or review things and people more objectively and less impulsively. In relationships, partnerships tend to move us toward stability and
steadiness.
Jupiter is retrograde until August 6th. Rethink
your philosophical and religious activities. Engage in projects of a philanthropic nature. Reevaluate any matters of a legal nature should they
be on your agenda. Jupiter rules the legal system.
Uranus will retrograde from June 23rd to November 24, 2007. Stick to the facts with tested
ideas and methods. You
may view life in a more
detached way. During
this retrograde period, it
can show us new ways
to function in our every
day world without discarding the ideas and
methods that have
proven to be worthwhile. In other words,
“Don’t throw the baby

out with the bath water”.
Neptune will be retrograde until November 24,
2007. During this retrograde period, there will
be time to review our spiritual goals. Avoid judgment and criticism. Acceptance of a person’s
journey in life is to be respected. The most positive way to handle this is for all of us to express
our light to the best of our ability.
Neptune rules the collective unconscious. Retrograde Neptune gives us all the opportunity to
express compassion and sympathy in a realistic
and positive way, that does not interfere with a
person’s journey. Using Neptune wisely means
not to do for the individual that which he is able
to do for himself.
In the month of August Venus is in Leo conjuncting Saturn. Saturn sitting on top of Venus,
can constrict the love nature as well as make us
overly cautious about finances. Venus in Leo is
prone to be lavish. “The sky’s the limit, let’s
have fun!” Saturn can confine Venus’s enthusiasm and act as a wet blanket. On the positive
side of Saturn’s more restrictive nature, balance
can be brought to help us stay grounded especially where speculative ventures are concerned.
Mars will be in the sign of Gemini in August and
September. Mars is action, our motivator. Many
projects can be completed when Mars in this
sign. Mars brims over with ideas, but can become scattered if not directed to follow through.
continued on page 10
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None of you have remained the same person as you were when you came on this
Earth. You’ve gone through all the different phases in your life, some where you
had a need to have a strong ego identity
and some where you simply accepted that
whatever it is you were, was okay. But
those are phases in your growth pattern.
There is not a day when you won’t learn
and grow and move.
You’re stopping to identify with the facade. Probably for many, the first time
ever learning your reality. And the reality
is: you are Divine Children of God with
Divine rights of your own. The need to
compete, the need to pressure, the need to
be best, the need for winner takes all,
falls away. You’re realizing that whether
you’re the best or not doesn’t matter:
you’re still you, and you are Okay.
Under all this turmoil of change, there is a
great PEACE that is coming. It doesn’t
mean you’ll use your potential less, but it
means you’re going to know yourself in a
different way. Therefore, for the first,
some people are going to be able to be
what they really are without thinking they
need someone’s approval. They’re going
to be able to say, “Hey, I’m okay!” regardless of what others or what society
views as “success” or the “right” way.
THAT’S THE DIFFERENCE.
It’s a very strange time, because everything in you, every single thing in you is
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in change. Everything around you is in
change. Nothing holds the same identity.
It’s okay to let go and just take it a day at a
time right now. You can only go forward.
Many people are still trying to go back.
Many people are still trying to make responsibility a concrete foundation. Many
people are trying to do many things with
themselves right now and having a terrible
time, because they just can’t do it. (The energy of the times is not supportive of the
process.) Everything must change. Nothing remains the same.
How to accomplish self-awareness and selfgrowth? Stick-to-itivity! An important ingredient no matter what you’re trying to do
in your life. Whether it’s to accomplish
something in the most mundane sense or
the most spiritual sense, that glue is still
needed. It’s very difficult in a busy world.
It’s also difficult when there are things you
would rather not look at.
Patience! If you always keep in mind that
you’re moving at the velocity of light in
your world right now and everything in
your world is push-button, instant... It’s
hard sometimes to realize that even in the
most rapid movement, there is a time for all
things. If you don’t take the time to let it
happen on it’s own, it’s not going to work.
The whole inclination of the universe right
now is, “Do it. Get it done. Move on to the
next thing.”. There are certain things that
just take time and one of those things is getting to know yourself. And just about the
time you think you know yourself, you
change. And you have a whole new fellow
to meet. But, what fun! It doesn’t get boring.
Copy right June Burke 2006 Saul & Joy Srour
Authors: Rev. June K. Burke and the Seraph Julian, SA 1:4
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Tilling The Earth
by Blanche Duffy, Saugerties, New York

him off and picked that last tomato for my salad.
Somehow I couldn’t enjoy it very much remembering it cost me $25 for the setup and all I got
was one cherry tomato.

When I think of my past experiences with “tilling
the earth” in a literal sense, I fear the population
Well, the literal “tilling the earth” has not been a
would starve if I were a real life farmer. One of
resounding success for me, so I thought of other
my first experiences with planting a garden came
ways that one might “till the earth”. Then it
when I bought my first house. My furry companstruck me – in a sense, all of us who are doing
ion at the time was Snoopy. Together we bought
spiritual work are “tillers of the earth”. We put
six tomato plants and tenderly planted them in the
out ideas for others to consider. Some people will
back yard. Snoopy watched as I weeded, watered,
reject those ideas outright! They might be likand nurtured those plants. Several tomatoes on
ened to the seed that fell on the rocks. Some
each plant were just about the ripeness for picking.
people will grasp the idea and sing its praises –
I could barely contain my excitement at the thought
for a week or two. Then they become enthralled
of eating something I had grown! The next day I
with the next idea and the one we presented bereturned home from work, went out to the garden
comes yesterday’s news. Ah…the seed that fell
to pick my tomatoes – gone! How? Who? Where?
on shallow soil, sprang up but soon withered for
Snoopy walked over to the last
lack of a foundation soil base.
remaining tomato and devoured it
with tremendous gusto! Apparently he had snacked on the other
But others…others will hear our
Everything we do can be
tomatoes while I was at work and
idea and realize its worth. They
a neighbor dropped by to let him
will grasp the idea, analyze it,
spiritual
work
if
we
do
it
with
out. So much for that year’s crop!
dissect it, view it under a microSnoop, by the way, loved all
scope, and make it their own!
the attitude of service and
vegetables except peas.
The seed that fell on good soil
with good moisture and flourhelp.
ished!
My next excursion into the world
of Farmer Gray took place when I
lived in Callicoon. Since the deer and other critters
It is my belief that the best way to “sell” my way
ate anything that grew I decided to have my “farm”
of thinking is to live what I believe every day of
in planters on the deck. Most of the critters didn’t
my life. No hard sell! No knocking on doors to
like steps! So I went to the nursery and bought
introduce my thinking. No guy standing there
large containers, the best soil available, and four
screaming into a microphone that “this is the way
very healthy looking tomato plants (I love garden
it is and you had better shape up!” I do what I
tomatoes!) This time I chose cherry tomatoes, and
believe is the right thing to do, and I am amazed
once again I weeded, watered, and nurtured those
at how many people notice. If I agree to do
plants. Blossoms appeared, small tomatoes began
something I do it with all of my energy and do
to grow and after a few weeks the tomatoes were
not take short cuts. Even when I was working
almost ready for picking. I could taste the salad I
with the Office for Aging helping seniors with
would make the next day! The next afternoon I
Medicare and health insurance problems many of
was about to go out onto the deck to collect my
the counselors would watch how I handled a
treasures and there sat a chipmunk holding a cherry
problem and adopt the method the next time they
tomato in his paws munching away. He had eaten
came upon a similar problem. And often that
all but one of the cherry tomatoes! Well, I shooed
would involve getting far more into the person’s
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problem than just health care. Often it went into
the living conditions, food stamps, heat and electric
funding, other types of help. And they found that
they enjoyed going the extra step! They began
feeling a lot more satisfaction from what they
were doing by giving it that extra push.
Something I need to remember, however, is that I
need to nurture myself at least as well as I try to
nurture others. It is easy to forget that I need to
pace myself so as not to become so involved in a
situation that I lose sight of other things in my life
that are important to me and/or to others. As someone recently said to me “Feed yourself the right
‘food’ or live by the virtues you want to see in
yourself, think about making yourself a better person before you can make someone else feel better,
give of your self but don't squander your emotions
and exhaust yourself. You can over-fertilize and so
too you can give too much of yourself…” This is
so true! Some people would argue about giving
too much of yourself. But, if you give so much of
yourself that there is nothing left for you or for
those dear to you – what have you accomplished?
Because I no longer do spiritual services at various
churches and I am not currently conducting any
regular group sessions some people ask why I’m
no longer doing “spiritual work”. But when I share
knowledge with someone on helping a person in
need – I’m doing my version of spiritual work.
When I met with a group recently about setting up
counseling for returning service men and their
families – I’m doing my version of spiritual work.
As I’m taking part in writing the ethics law for our
town – I’m doing my version of spiritual work.
Nowhere is it written that “spiritual work” is limited to discussing theological concepts. Spiritual
work is making things better! It is fixing a problem regardless of what that problem is. It is a
smile to someone who is sad. It is holding the
hand of the toddler trying to take its first steps. It
is driving the neighbor to the store or the doctor’s
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visit. It is lending a hand to someone struggling
with too large a bundle. It is seeing the accident or
hearing the fire signal sound and sending healing
Light to where it is needed. It is taking part in
community affairs and voting for the best candidate
instead of voting party line. Everything we do can
be spiritual work if we do it with the attitude of
service and help.
So, in other words, “tilling the earth” is also preparing ourselves and our surroundings to become
the fertile soil a plant/thought/concept needs to
grow. It is planting the seeds of healing and love
that will thrive in the soil we have prepared. And
finally, it is nurturing and loving the seeds we have
planted to bring forth the abundant growth, the
beauty and joy that is possible even during the
darkest storm. Each of us is a “tiller of the earth” we just need to allow the idea to grow!
. © Blanche Duffy 2007
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Tilling the Earth

By John Svirsky ~ Garrison, New York
"Edited by Jeanne Livingston"

One of the basic laws of the universe as described in the Kybalion
is the Law of Correspondence, as
above so below. So when we describe tilling the earth I perceive
this as what am I doing inwardly to
prepare for now and future nows.
Since it all begins with thought, I
take the time – lots of time, to do
nothing and just allow myself to be.
What a great luxury that is in the
time of busy, busy, rush, rush, just
to allow myself to do nothing. I
just allow my mind to be still and
allow random thoughts to come and
go like clouds in the sky. I can be
aware of a thought, but give it no
energy. Instead, I just let it float
through the consciousness and release. For it is important to allow
the land to remain fallow, even as
the Bible talks about every 7th year
not using the soil and giving it time
to regenerate.
Something we forget and need to
remember is to include time to rest.
We need time to regenerate. For
example, several of my friends

work in the corporate world and are
afraid to take a vacation for fear that if
they are not in the office, someone will
take their place in the rat race (I say
maybe that is a good thing?). So many
of us have forgotten the art of resting
and relaxing.
For me one of the advantages of resting and just being allows me to be impressed by Angels and my guides. I
have found that by freeing my mind of
the clutter of day to day thoughts, by
allowing myself to release myself from
predetermined concepts of how I have
to do it, new thoughts and new concepts float into my being. This is one
of the ways I have been consciously
developing my communication with
my guides.
I understand that the higher kingdoms
don’t always have the benefits of a
channel such as June or Tran mediums.
So the way they communicate when
they don’t have a channel is to talk via
thought. Guides visualize a thought
form, impregnate it (give it energy via
thought) with their energy and hope
the recipient’s mind will be open to receive it. And that is why I have found
it so important to clear my mind from
the mental junk.
You can’t call someone whose
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telephone always rings “busy”!
I will be the first to admit, that I
used mental junk as a protection. If
my mind was always busy, if it was
always doing something, it would
not have to take in outside thoughts,
which I could not control (and I can
be such a control freak). Allowing
spirit to inspire me, goes way beyond my ability to control. Another
things I found out is I need to get
the ego out of the way. When I try
to take credit for what comes
through me, that is the quickest way
to shut it down. And the ego wants
credit for everything.
The spirit wants to inspire and help
without need for recognition and or
credit. Spirit’s reward is that we
mortals apply the teachings and
raise our vibration in the process.
For example, Julian was fond of
saying when I would thank him for
a reading or wonderful guidance,
“It is my job.”
If one of the jobs of the Angelic
kingdom is to help us to raise our
vibration and live a God Centered
existence while living on earth, I
have to do my part. “Be Still and
Know that I AM God”. I need to
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first have the desire and then the
will to still my busy mind.
This permits the light in and allows
the inspiration to flow into my
body, mind and spirit. I need to allow my physical being to merge
with my Whole Self, i.e. my Divine
Self, my Soul Group, and the One.
Actually, statements like the above
scare the hell out of me (literally),
for how can I with all my foibles,
personality quirks, and defects of
character live a God like existence
without getting crucified for being
different than everyone else? This
very fear is what has kept me defensive. It’s kept my mind so busy
and so preoccupied that spirit could
not enter, even though on one hand
I prayed for guidance and help, on
the other hand my fear drowned out
the guidance as soon as it was
given.
So, I have written this article for
myself as well as you because what
I have written is just what I need to
do next: relax the mind, allow the
divine energy to enter my body and
mind to be purified and to trust. I
hope this helps you in the process
as well.

© John Svirsky 2007
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Our Treasure;
George Ruby
I met George over 25
years ago, at one of the
lectures we were taping for Rev June
Burke while channeling Julian of the Seraphim. There was an
instant connection to
him on many levels. He became a regular at these
weekly lectures & I had been given permission by
Julian to invite him to join the special Spiritual Development classes given monthly. What began as monthly
classes turned into bi-monthly with the addition of the
Magus Classes meeting at June’s house.
George helped me to create better audios for our group,
and the public lectures. He slept over at our house on
many of these bi-monthly meetings. We spent many
many hours talking, kidding around, and just enjoying
each others company.
George was not a saint, he was a unique individual—
some would same a real CHARACTER. George
marched through life to his own drumbeat. As the
Frank Sinatra song states “I Did It My Way”.
One thing we found out early on was that he liked butter. I never saw anyone but George use so much butter
on toast ~ a 1/2 of stick of butter per slice.
He also had this huge inventory of vitamins, supplements & herbs, which he gave away many times. I had
to force him to accept money.
Almost from the beginning we called each other
brother. We had been together many times before in
other lives.
George had the insatiable quest for spiritual & scientific
knowledge and probably had more readings with Julian
than anyone else. Many of his readings were to clarify
& perfect healing techniques with supplements & the
special lamp being built for healing use.

Of these past lives recollections stirred his searches for
the various gold and silver treasures. We always discussed the best way to handle the recovery & spreading
this wealth around to his family, loved ones, and
friends. He wasn’t interested in the wealth for himself.
I mentioned earlier that George was a character. I used
to call him a big ladle; because he was always stirring
the pot. He would get this impish look on his face with
a lopsided grin. A number of times he tried the patience
and tolerance of both June and Julian. Many times he
would ask a question and Julian would reply “that is not
something I can reveal”. George would rephrase the
question a short while later and Julian with an angelic
smile would state “George just because you rephrase
the question, I still can not give you that information.”
George never found the gold and silver treasures he
searched for. We, who knew George, knew he was a
treasure in our lives. Until we meet again ~ we send
you Unconditional Love, Peace and Light - our Brother.
Saul & Joy Srour

I remember and loved George’s laugh, and the always
slightly mischievous twinkle in his eye. He was our
own Indiana Jones, the mad scientist, a swashbuckler
from another age. George was a treasure hunter of days
gone by, his dedication and passion in his search were
inspiring. His heart was huge, and yet quiet and private
at the same time. He was a loyal a friend and community member that you could ask for. Without fanfare, he
gave of himself behind the scenes; I’m sure more than
any of us knew. He was always there to support June,
attending classes for all those years, and with the taping
services and equipment, distances not a factor. With
George, you had a faithful friend for life, he was a rock.
And of course as you all know, he was an incorrigible
flirt, but he always made me laugh and feel special.
Dear George, I don’t know if you ever found the pot of
gold, but you did find your treasure, and it was your
heart.
I will miss seeing you dear Brother, it was a joy to
know you.
Love,

George also had recollections of many past lives. Some

Diana Dunckelmann
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An Egyptian Nobel prize winner once said that “you can
tell whether a man is clever by his answers, but you can
tell whether a man is wise by his questions.”. By that
measure George Ruby was one of the wisest and most
profound people I know.
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Thanks for out time together George. Peace to you
my brother. I look forward to when we come together once again.
Barry Burkan

George was a man who questioned the world around
him like a little boy seeking answers to the Big Riddles
of life. Not just the dry ponderous stuff. George was
always off in search of life’s daily adventures. What is
the secret of the crystalline energy from Atlantis?
Where is that treasure buried in the southwest? Is it possible to overcome inertia and create perpetual motion?
This, and more, fascinated George, and his enthusiasm
was infectious. More time than I can count he
and we holed up together, him and I, discussing life’s many mysteries. And from
this shared curiosity grew a bond between us, a bond that many of you
have felt as well. A bond that grew
from Spirit, but was cemented by
connections in the heart.
As I sit here thinking of George, I
can hear him saying to me
“hellooooo there brother” and can
see him hugging me tightly. I think of
him pawing through boxes of sound
equipment at the various Gatherings of
Light, an unsung audio hero whose work allowed us to cherish Julian’s lectures far into the
future. I think of doling out vitamins and herbs appropriate to what ailed us. But most of all, when I think of
George Ruby, I think of his wonderful inappropriate
sense of humor. Without a doubt, the three things that
George valued most in this earth was Spirit, adventure
and laughing. George thought it wonderful when Zsa
Zsa Gabor announced to the world, “I never hated a man
enough to give back his diamonds”. He was like a little
boy giggling when he said “Five out of four blondes
don’t understand fractions.” And of course there was
the time when he announced to us all that a man needs a
mistress just to break the monogamy. George, you were
a real piece of work, unique in every way. I cherished
my time with you and am glad we had the chance to
share laughter and Spirit together. I loved you and will
miss you.

The Angels are rejoicing to have George home again.
We are left with the emptiness of missing his hugs and
great sense of humor. We will see him again, and rejoice with him. When the joys are still remembered but
the sorrow has quietly gone. There will always be a
special place in the heart where love lives on.

Roberta Costisick
We would like for George’s family
and friends to know that George
had many friends here in California, Oregon and Washington
and we will miss him. He was
always kind and generous doing
favors for anyone with a need
and never expecting anything in
return.
For me personally, George felt like a
brother, probably because he treated
Linda and I like family. I think George
wanted to jump start the “Age of Brotherhood” by
being “Every Body’s Brother!”
Although we didn't’ get to see George all that often, we
felt very close to him.
I heard stories over the years of George’s search for buried gold. I never heard if he found any treasure. I don’t
know if George ever realized it but we found treasure in
his heart of gold. I know he shared generously with
many that he met. Our lives are richer for having
known George.
Larry and Linda Scheer
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Astrology … continued from page 2

JOY’S CORNER
Mercury in this sign places a focus on duty to
one’s family and partnerships.
August ends with a Lunar Eclipse August 28th at
4 degrees of Pisces. Solar and Lunar Eclipses
throw a spotlight in the areas of our chart where
they occur. It is important to note the sign of the
Zodiac that they occupy and rule, as well. In Pisces, the Lunar Eclipse will emphasize emotions
and feelings.
Watch your words the month of September as the
Lunar Eclipse is followed by a Solar Eclipse September 11th at 18 degrees of Virgo.
September ushers in Saturn in the sign of Virgo
for two and a half years. Saturn in this sign throws
a spotlight on work, health, service to others,
small animals and pets. There could be changes in
services especially of a medical nature. Food may
become a focus to bring about improvements. Use
of preservatives in foods may be questioned.
The theme for this issue of the Ring of Light is
“Tilling the soil or earth.” Virgo is an earth sign,
and Saturn always helps us to deal with the appropriate issues.
Mercury is the ruler of the sign of Virgo. Mercury
will be in the reign of Saturn for two and a half
years. The emphasis will be on duty to one’s family and partnerships. Make sure your relationships
are respectful and nurturing.
Since Virgo is very analytical and differentiates
between what is important and what is not will be
a valuable asset during this time. Mercury is the
planet which rules humor. Be sure to cultivate
your sense of humor. Laughter will be therapeutic,
healing and uplifting.
2007 © E. Johnson

CHANGES
by Joy Srour
Totowa, New Jersey
This information (from a reliable source) was
given in love, to help us understand the energies
that will be occurring. The first date is the June
21st Summer Solstice and will be the first wave of
energy felt. The next date will be the Fall Equinox
on Sept 21st.
The new energy coming in is massive. It is currently making the necessary adjustments so it can
“be in the flow”. Some may have felt a heaviness
over the past few weeks as the energy was making
adjustments.
The new energy is perfectly balanced with
“Heavenly Father” and “Divine Mother” energies.
Because of the massiveness of the energy it is being mistaken for the second coming. The balance
of the energy will demand recognition of the
“Divine Mother energy with all its motherly characteristics – more nurturing, more interested in the
well being of the community, fairness etc.
The feeling we will have is a better sense of direction. This will occur around the Summer Solstice
with more of a definite sense around the Fall Equinox. It should fall in line with Julian’s earth predictions. This energy will affect each individual,
according to their stage of development or unfoldment.

© Joy Srour 2007
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The 10th Gathering of Light
Friday, October 12 through Sunday, October 14, 2007
The Monterey Beach Resort–Monterey, California

Dear Friends of the Light,
Please join us at the beautiful white sands of Monterey Bay where we will enjoy a full service beach front hotel during one of the most
pleasant weekends of the year!
The Monterey Beach Resort will provide our Gathering with deluxe lodging, ocean view dining and meeting rooms, and proximity to
manyfamous points of interest such as the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and Carmel-By-The-Sea.
The price for the entire weekend includes your room for Friday and Saturday nights, all food and conference facilities, taxes and
gratuities, beginning with a full dinner on Friday evening, and ending with lunch on Sunday.
You have a choice of either a Garden View or Ocean View room, double or single occupancy at the
following rates:
– Garden View Double Occupancy is $325 per person.
– Garden View Single Occupancy for a total of $470.
– Ocean View Double Occupancy is $380 per person.
– Ocean View Single Occupancy for a total of $585.
To hold your reservation we require a $50 deposit .
Full refunds are possible for cancel- lations prior to August 15, 2007. After August 15 partial
refunds may be possible if the hotel is able to fill your space.
Additional night lodging is available at $150 Garden View and $205 Ocean View.
Questions can be directed to:
Joy Srour (973)389-9888 as well as to Bonnie Paradies (408)872-1535.
Please make checks payable to: Saul Srour-20 Mountainwood Ct. Totowa, NJ 07512

We invite all of the Julian Community who receive the Ring of Light News-

Contact Us ...

2007 Contributors
The Ring of Light is a periodic publication serving the Julian
Community. A $10.00 US annual contribution on your part will
cover the cost of your newsletter! Make checks payable to Dan
Walton. This newsletter is a tool to connect our community. It is
your tool to share and use ideas, activities and creative works.
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electronic form. Send us a 3.5” computer disk or electronic
contribution to:
Dan & Nancy Walton

ROL via E-MAIL!
What a novel idea!
We are looking into having the ROL sent by
e-mail for those who prefer an electronic
version. If you are interested please contact
us via our
** New E-MAIL **

306 Seaview Drive,
Benicia, CA 94510

warrendaniel34@yahoo.com

Ring of Light
A Newsletter of the Julian Community
c/o Dan & Nancy Walton
306 Seaview Drive
Benicia, CA 94510
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